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3.3 Micro Joint
“Micro Joint” can be used to insert a micro joint into the track which will not be cut. When
cutting to here, the laser will be closed; however, whether closing the gas and the follower is
determined by the related parameters of short-distance vacant move during cutting. Micro joint
is shown as a gap on the drawing board. As shown below:

You can add a micro joint by clicking at the position of the graphics needed to add micro joints
by clicking the button “

” on the toolbar,. You can insert multiple micro joints by

clicking continuously until you press ESC to cancel the command or switch it to other commands.
You can not only click on the graphics but also click on the compensated track to insert micro
joints.
Please directly enter the length parameter of the micro joint in the drawing window at the
bottom of the software, and the new parameters will be valid for the following operations
after setting.
Except adding the micro joints manually, CypCut also provides the function of inserting micro
joints automatically. Users can click the “

” button by clicking the small triangle

button in the right corner of "Micro Joint", set the parameters in the popped dialog box, and
then confirm it. You can select “adding by quantity”, for example, you can add ten micro
joints to each graphic; or “adding by distance”; for example, you can insert a micro joint every
100mm.
The graphics may be divided into paragraphs through “Micro joint”. If you want to modify
some separation section alone, you can click the "explode MicroJoint" button under the "Micro
Joint" drop-down menu. Unclosed graphics after “Micro Joint” operation will be regarded as a
separate entity for modification.
In order to clear the micro joints, users need to select the needed graphics, then click the
“Clear” button and choose “Clear Micro Joint”.

3.4 Cooling point
Click the "
" button in the “Home” menu. When click on the corresponding
position in the graphics, you can set a cooling point at that location. When cutting is implemented to
the cooling point, laser will be off and blow will be delayed according to cooling point corresponding
settings in the global parameter. Later, laser will be on and operate normal cutting. Cooling point
displayed as a solid point in the drawing board, as shown below:
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Cooling points can also be inserted multiple by continuous clicking as well as Micro Joint.
Cooling points can still be added after operate the process of micro joint and compensation and so
on.
Cooling point can be deleting by pressing Shift and then clicking the cooling points.

3.5 Group
“Group” in CypCut refers that multiple graphics and even multiple “Groups” are
combined together to form a “Group”, and the entire “group” will be regarded as a whole. Within
the “Group”, the order, the positional relationship between the graphics and the layers are all
fixed and they will not be influenced during sorting, dragging and other operations.

Please select the graphics which you need to form a group, and then click the button “
”
to combine the selected graphics to a group. If you need to cancel the group, please select the
“Group”

button, which has changed to “
” button. If you would like to explode all the groups on the
drawing board, please click the small triangle below “Group”, and then select “Explode Graphics”.
If there is a graphic which can contain all the other graphics in the group, it can be called the
outer contour. The “Group” with outer contour will be regarded as a “Part”.
Although CypCut software allows you to group any graphics and operate them as a whole,
we still recommend the users to use the function of group “logically” and only group the graphics
which meet the logical conditions of the “part” as much as possible. From now on we may use
these two terms “group” and “part” indiscriminately.
Please note that CypCut software will always group the graphics with “Coedges” to ensure
the integrity of these graphics. Furthermore, the result of bridging one “Group” with other
graphics or “Groups” must be a “Group” and it can also ensure the integrity of the graphics.

3.5.1

Sorting of Group

The part will be regarded as a whole when being sorted, and it will be involved in sorting
with the outer contour or the first graphic as the basis. The graphical order within the part will
not change during sorting.
If you need to sort the graphics within the group without exploding the group, you can select
the group, click the right key, and then choose “Sort in Group”.
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The operation of “Sort in Group” will not change the graphical order of the sub-group within

the group. The order of “Sort in Group” only has the relations with the geometrical properties
of the graphics, while no relation with the layer to which it belongs. During the sorting, it will
distinguish inner and outer mold automatically according to the geometrical containing
relations.

3.5.2Processing of Group
The group (the part) will be considered as a whole during processing, and it will be
finished by continuous work. No other graphics will be inserted during processing. Even if the
group (the part) includes the graphics at multiple layers, it will be processed successively. Prepiercing in group also follows this rule.
Please note that no matter what the graphical order within the part is, the outer contour of the
part will always be processed finally. Please sort before processing.

3.6 Scanning
When the graphics to be cut are regular (such as rectangular, full circle, polygon) and
possess a certain regular arrangement, you can connect the cutting line segment with same
direction by scanning to conduct flight cutting, which will greatly improve the cutting speed
and save cutting time.
It recommends that users sort graphics needed to be scanned before scanning. This operation
can optimize the path of scanning and save move time.

Click "
interface.

" button under “Home” menu and then enter the fly cutting parameters setting

The starting position is to set the starting position of fly cutting. The minimum length of scan
line refers to the minimum segment length of actually cutting after fly cutting. If the segment
length of actually cutting after fly cutting is less than a given "minimum length of scan line ", the
fly cutting does not give any results, and prompt "It does not detect any curve to meet the fly
cutting conditions." At this case, it recommends increase the parameter value of "minimum length
of scan line ".
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” under “Scan” button under "" applies to rectangle and the straight line with
" applies to arcs and circles of natural fly cutting. If you choose

"Arc sort before scan", circle or arc will be sorted from top to bottom and then conduct fly cutting.
The graphics after fly cutting will automatically become a group.
The example of fly cutting and its partial enlarged detail is shown as below:
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3.7 Coedge
It can save a lot of processing length and improve efficiency by merging the workpieces with
same edges. In CypCut, when the boundary distance between two graphics is less than 0.1mm,
the two graphics can use the same edge. The function of automatic adsorption provided by
CypCut will drag these two graphics together for coedge.
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After selecting two or more graphics which you need to

coedge and then clicking the button “

” on the

toolbar, CypCut will try to coedge the selected graphics. If the
selected graphics cannot meet the conditions of coedge, the
window “Draw” at the lower left corner of the interface will
display a prompted message.
At present CypCut only supports to coedge the four sides
of the graphics, and it cannot coedge the straight lines of the
recesses within thegraphics.
The graphics involved in coedge will be combined to form
a “Group” after coedge. If they meet the requirement of the
“Part”, the frames of them will be shown in bold like the right
figure. If the graphics involved in coedge include other
graphics such as small holes, please combine the graphics and
all the interior graphics together to form a group firstly, then
coedge them; otherwise, the relationship between the interior
graphics and the coedged group will become meaningless, and
it will be difficult to
determine the processing order and the relations of the internal and external dies

3.7.1 Coedge Automatic Adsorption
In CypCut, when you drag the graphics to the position where you may coedge them, CypCut
will try to adsorb automatically and display the corresponding prompted message. You can drag
together the two graphics which you need to coedge very easily, and the function of automatic
adsorption will help you to locate them quickly when they become close to each other. Even
when you select many graphics and drag them together, it can also locate them rapidly.
Once the two graphics are dragged together and they have the same edges, you can finish
the coedges just by selecting them and clicking the button “Coedge”. If you would like to
disconnect and continue to edit the coedged “Part”, or set their order, please select “Part”, and
then click “Degroup” under “Home” menu. You can combine them again through the button
“Group” after editing.
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3.7.2 Compensated Coedge
If you hope to still retain the cutting compensation after coedge, firstly please compensate
the graphics which you need to coedge, and then coedge them. In any case, “Coedge” will keep
the processing track unchanged. If the coedged graphics contain compensation, the compensated
track will be retained after “Coedge” and the original will disappear. As shown below.

In fact, in the figure above, the original A cannot be coedged with the graphic B, and only
the compensated track P can be coedged with it. Even if you move the graphic B to the position
near to the original A, you still cannot coedge them because it is not the track to be processed.

3.8 Bridge
When a workpiece consists of many parts and you do not hope to scatter them after cutting,
you can connect them through “Bridge”. Besides, this function can also reduce the pierce count.
Multiple use of the function “Bridge” can also achieve the effect of “One-stroke” for all the
graphics.
To bridge two graphics, please click the button “

”, and then draw a line on the screen. And

all the graphics intersected with it will be bridged together two by two. As shown below:
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Bridge needs to specify two parameters. The first parameter specifies the maximum
distance between two adjacent curves, and you can bridge them when the distance between
two graphics is less than the specified parameter. The second parameter specifies the width of
bridge.
Please note that the graphics will become a whole after bridging. Maybe any part will not be
cut before completing the “One-stroke” cutting, so you need to pay more attention to the change
of the heat affecting.

3.9 Nest
Nest function is used for reasonably arranging given parts on the plate with maximum
utilization. CypCut not only supports nest through a key, but also provides a number of
optimization parameters for you to make fine adjustments, such as: Gap, Plate Margin, Rotate
Angle, Auto coedge and Create

remnant and so on. Click "

" button in “Home” page or “Nest” page to achieve this function.

Please specify certain size plate before nesting. You can draw or import a graphic, select it,

choose "
" button under “Nest” page, and then click "Set as plate"; Or select the graphics and click
right key to select "Set as plate". You can also click "AutoNest" button to set the length, width
and
count of standard plate in Auto Nest interface. Similarly, the number and parts can also be set in the
similar method. The graphics before nesting is shown as below:
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Auto Nest needs to set some parameters. "Gap" means setting a size not smaller than the
distance between the parts and components; "Plate Margin" parameter specifies the plate border
of parts nesting remained; "Rotation Angle" refers to the adjustment angle of rotating parts during
nesting, and in the case of not allowing to have relative rotation between parts and plates, lease
select "prohibit rotation"; "Nesting direction" means a direction where the parts is close to the
plates.

“Nesting strategy” means the strategy that is used to calculate the results of nesting by
the program. Currently, auto nest offers five strategies:
Search pattern: Nesting depends on searching shape-matched parts of outline to be ranked
space, and nesting results is relatively close between parts.
Stack pattern: The nesting strategies that parts occupied space height is in average growth;
when the nesting result is that height of space occupied by parts is lower and more average, larger
rectangle remnant can be generated.
Array pattern: Arrange parts into the plate by array pattern when parts have fewer types;
It is recommended to use this strategy, especially when single part nesting.
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Rectangular pattern: Arrange parts thorough rectangular pattern with the same kinds of
parts form into a rectangular block; the nesting results of the local and overall layout are more
neat, fit for parts similar to rectangular pattern.
Sequential pattern: Nest parts in plates from large to small.
Graphical after nesting will also have a certain optimization options: select ""
” will automatically optimize graphics after nesting, but also will consume
more time, you can choose
according to the actual situation; ""
“

” straighten parts of crooked posture before nesting;

” will automatically distinguish parts of complementary shape and then couple

together for nesting, to improve the nesting speed and neat of parts arrangement; If you
select ”
”, you need to set the shortest coedge, only when the coedge length of graph is greater
than the value, co-edge will be performed automatically, Note: this function can’t be simultaneously
used with “

”. Graph after nesting is shown as below:

You can also deal with remnant after nesting. Select "

" will draw remnant

shape drawn on the board, so you will cut down remnant easily.

3.10 Array
"Array" command can be used to quickly and accurately copy an object, CypCut provides three
ways of array.
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3.10.1 Rectangular Array

Click "
" button or "Rect Array" under “Array” drop-down menu. Parameter interface
appears as shown below.

Set the number of rows, columns, offset and direction and then can quickly copy the selected
graphics, as shown below:

3.10.2 Manual Array
Click "Manual Array", set up the spacing of line and column, you can designate the area by
dragging the mouse to select the graphics for quick array copy. As shown below:
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3.10.3 Full Fill Nest
Full fill Nest is mainly used for entire board cutting of single graphic, click "Full Fill", the software
will quickly full fill nest according to given part, parameters and plate. See plate setting in "Nest" part.
Full fill effect is as shown below:
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3.11 Layer Parameters
CypCut provides sixteen layers and every layer can set separately the technical parameters
such as move speed, laser power, pressure, cut height and so on.

You can open the dialog box “Layer Parameter Settings” by clicking the button “
”
under “Home” menu. This dialog box includes almost all the technical parameters required for
processing. The first page of the dialog box is “Global parameter” and they are used to control the
parameters outside the layers, including motion parameters, default parameters of laser and
gas, and follow
parameters and so on. The other pages of the dialog box list all the currently used layers, and you can
set the parameters of this layer separately by clicking every layer.
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Note: Different options may be displayed in the dialog “Layer Parameter Setting” due to
different lasers, different gas pipeline configurations and different followers. The above figure is
only used for reference, and the actual contents displayed in your software shall be taken as the
criterion.

3.11.1 Descriptions of Parameters
The brief descriptions of some parameters in the layers are as follows.
① Basic Parameters
Cut Speed

Set the actual target speed of cutting. There are acceleration and
deceleration at the first and last sections as well as the corners of

Lift Height

cutting track, so the actual cutting speed is often less than the
speed.
Set the lift height of laser head after cutting a segment of curve.
Z-axis will lift to a certain height after suspending the cutting,
and the height is lift height.
② Cutting mode

Standard

Cutting according to set standard parameters.

Fixed Height Cut

Cutting with fixing laser head at a certain height.

Extra-plate follow

When you select the mode, the knife point can be docked off
the
board. During actual cutting, portion of the laser head outside
the
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plate will stay in the "Reference height", and follow cutting after
detecting in the board. Commonly is used for cutting metal plate.
The setting pattern of "Reference height" is that save the parameters
by the path of “CNC” _ “BCS100” _ “save reference height when
follow outside plate”, when the laser head move to the appropriate
height.
③ Piercing mode
Direct Cutting

Two stages piercing

Piercing and cutting use the same parameters, which are
commonly
used for thin board cutting.
Piercing and cutting use the same parameters, which are commonly
used for thick board cutting,. You can choose whether needs

Progressive piercing

progressive piercing.
Based on stage piercing, the piercing method of variable
defocusing amount is used, i.e., slowly fall when piercing, and this
method is commonly used for thick board cutting. During stage
piercing, the piercing time can be set to be a small value, such as
100MS. At this time, actual piercing time = 100MS + the time
required for slowly

Three stages piercing

falling to the cutting height from the piercing height.
Based on stage piercing, conduct another stage piercing. You can
choose whether needs progressive piercing. And this method is

Cutting Height

commonly used for thick board cutting
④ Cutting
Parameters
Set the height from the laser head to the board during cutting.

Cutting Gas

Set the type of auxiliary gas used in cutting.

Cutting Pressure

Set the pressure of auxiliary gas during cutting, and use it with
proportional valves or multiple valves.

Peak Current

Set the peak current of fiber laser, i.e., diode power. Peak
power determines the maximum cutting power that machines can
reach. As for a cutting machine with a power of 500W, if its diode
current is set to be 80%, the diode power it can reach during
cutting is 500W *

Cutting Power

80% = 400W.
Set the laser power used in cutting, i.e., the duty ratio of PWM
modulation signal.

Cutting Frequency

Set the carrier frequency of PWM modulation signal during
cutting, i.e., the laser number within one second. The larger the
value is, the

Piercing time

more continuous the laser.
The position of focus far from Sharp-tongued of cutting head
nozzle.
Delay for piercing plate, so make cutting more fully.

Laser off delay

Delay for ensuring complete cutting before laser off.

Cut focus

The definition of piercing parameters, such as pressure and power and so on are similar
to
the cutting parameters, which can take effect only when the option of “2 stages” in ③ is
selected.
Piercing speed
Set the speed from piercing height slow down to the cutting
height
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during progressive piercing.

Extra puffing

Set time for puffing with laser off after piercing, in order to make
the
plate cool.
⑤ Other parameters

Uncut

The layer process is not processed.

Unfollow

Height controller is not carried to follow motion when this layer
is

Keep puffing

during cutting.
Keep puffing during cutting.

Short move unlift

After select this option, if the move distance between two graphics
is less than the value of “Unlift move distance less than” set in
global parameter, then Z axis is not elevation and directly moves
to the beginning point of the next graphics to start processing,
after the

Pre-piercing

above graphic complete processing.
Before actual cutting, piercing in advance at the beginning point
of graphics (or lead starting point). CypCut provides auto group
pre-piercing. You can select this option in the global parameter.
Note:

Cut with film

This option is not available with “Cut with film”.
You can use film parameter to perform one time cut with film
along the cutting path, and then perform normal processing
according to layer parameters. After selecting this parameter, “film
layer” setting

Path cool

page will appear.
After a single graphic normal processing, process one time with
laser off and puff on along the original track, in order to
accelerate parts rapid cooling and reduce the impact of thermal
expansion and contraction effect on the accuracy of the workpiece. After selecting
this parameter, “Cool layer” setting page will appear.
⑥ Slow start

Start length

Set the length of slow start, to prevent cut thick plate without
completing at the beginning.

Start speed

Set the speed of slow start

3.11.2 Dynamic power and frequencyadjustment
After selecting “

”, the cutting power and frequency will vary

with the changes in speed during the cutting process, and the specific changes are determined by
the power and frequency curve. You can click “
curve.

”button to edit power and frequency
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As shown above, the X-coordinate of power / frequency curve represents cutting speed, while
the Y-coordinate represents cutting power / frequency, with a unit in percentage. You can add the
appropriate speed corresponding to power point and select the curve smoothing pattern. You can
also
click “

” to copy the power curve as frequency curve. By this table, it can reflect

the percentage of actual power/ frequency in cutting power/ frequency when the actual
movement reaches the turning and the speed drops to a few percent of target speed. Note:
Adjusting frequency in real-time makes sense only after selecting “Dymc Pwr Adj”.
For example, if the laser power is 500W, after setting the cutting speed to be 100mm/s, peak
current to be 90% and cutting power to be 80%, when the actual cutting speed drops down to
29mm/s, the power of laser is as follows:
Laser power X Peak current (percentage) X Cutting power (percentage) X Speed
following power (percentage) X =500W X 90% X 80% X 79.00%= 284.4W
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However, the power cannot be less than a pre-set minimum value, anyhow. Generally, it is
set to be 10%, i.e., 500W * 10% = 50W.
If “

” is not selected, the power will remain unchanged in the

cutting process. Referring the above example as a reference, the power in the cutting process is as
follows: 500W X 90% X 80% = 360W

3.11.3 Piercing Ways
CypCut presets three piercing ways, namely direct cutting, two stages piercing and three
stages piercing. Two stages piercing and the three stages piercing can be achieved only with the
support of BCS100 height controller. The specific processes of these three piercing ways will be
controlled by the preset PLC process. Direct cutting is commonly used in cutting plate; two stages
piercing is also known as segment piercing, and achieves the purpose of cutting thicker plates by
setting different parameters of piercing and direct cutting. You can choose whether to enable a
progressive piercing during segment piercing, which can make piercing process more fully. Three
stages piercing is performed before segment piercing. As the same, you can choose whether to
enable a progressive piercing during piercing to strengthen piercing effect, usually used for cutting
thicker plate.

3.11.4 Pre-piercing
After selecting “

”, it will pierce firstly at all the needed positions when processing

this layer. The piercing way will be specified by “
layer. You can operate “Direct Cutting” after completing pre-piercing.
Note: You can select “

” in the

” only after you select “2 stages” or “3 stages” piercing.

3.11.5 Material Library file
After editing all the parameters of the layers, you can save them to the material lib for the next
use. You can save them to the material lib by clicking the button “

” and inputting the file

name,. We recommend the user to set the file names by using the material properties as the name,
such as 2mm carbon steel.
When you need to use the material library file next time, please click the button “

”, and

then select the file saved previously. CypCut will prompt you “Whether Covering the Current
Parameters”, and the software will import the parameters in material library file automatically
when you click “Yes”; if you click “No”, the software will cancel the reading operation.
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3.11.6 Layer setting
You can choose lock or display a particular layer according to prompt by clicking drop-down
triangle button of "Layer" under “Home” menu. If there are multiple layers when import DXF
files, please click the "DXF Layer Mapping" to see the number of layers and the corresponding
graphics. As shown below:

3.12 Sorting and Path Planning
You can find the column shown below in the page “Draw” of the toolbar. It includes all the
functions listed in the above figure, furthermore, there are tools for graphical alignment at the top.
As shown below:
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As for the rules of group sort, please see the chapter “Group”. If there is no special
requirement, we recommend you to select the way of “Grid Sorting”.

3.12.1 Order Preview
You can preview the processing order by dragging the progress bar “Graphical Order Preview”
or clicking the button “

”. The figure below demonstrates a screen when previewing the parts.

The order preview is fully interactive and it can be more easily controlled than simulation
processing. You can also zoom in the position where you would like to observe carefully and
preview forward and backward repeatedly. All the move paths will be shown by clicking the
button “
” und drop-down triangle button of "View" on the common toolbar, and they will help
you to look over the
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whole processing order.

3.12.2 Manual Sorting
If you would like to fine-tune the results of the automatic sort, you can use the manual sorting.
Firstly please select the graphics to be adjusted, and then click the buttons in the icon
“

”. The functions of the four buttons from left to right are as follows:

Moving to the first

Moving the selected graphic to the first one for processing

Moving to the last

Moving the selected graphics to the last one for processing

Moving to the prior

Moving the processing order of the selected graphic forwards

Moving to the next

Moving the processing order of the selected graphics backwards

Note: no matter how you move the graphics, the order of the graphics can only change within
the layers to which they belong. The overall order between the layers can be adjusted in the dialog
box “Layer Parameter Settings”. See the chapter “Layer Parameters”.
Except the manual sort of fine-tuning, you can also perform the manual sort more
intuitively through “Manual Sorting Mode”. The system will enter the “Manual Sorting Mode”
after you click the
button “

” on the left toolbar of the main interface. The move path and the digital display of the

graphical order will be opened automatically on the screen. According to your expected order,
the processing order of the graphics will be set after you click with the mouse one by one. If
click an incorrect position by mistake, you just need to click again from the incorrect position
or cancel the operation with the right key. If you just would like to adjust the order between two
graphics, you can hold the mouse and draw a line from one graphic to another, and then you can
set the order between these two graphics. As shown below.

3.12.3 Partition Sorting
After completing sorting the order of one part, if you hope to fix it, you can select the
graphics needed to fix the order and then click “Group”. After that, the order between them
will maintain unchanged; besides, the subsequent manual sorting and automatic sorting will
not influence the interior of the group. Note: after grouping, all the graphics within the group
will be finished by continuous work from the first to the last, meanwhile, the graphics which
are not included in the
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group will not be processed.

If you just would like to perform automatic sort for part of the graphics without
influencing other parts, you can also complete it through grouping. Please select the graphics
needed to be sorted automatically, click “Group”, and then click “Group” with the right key, lastly
select “Sort in Group”.

IV. Work Control
CypCut is a set of software combining design and work control together. As mentioned above,
all the graphics and the parameters can be prepared without the machine tool, the files can be
saved after finishing all the design, and then they can be copied to the machine tool for processing.

4.1 Coordinate System
The “Model Coordinate System” used in the graphical design has no relation with the machine,
and its zero point is marked by “

” on the screen. However, the coordinate system used in the

processing is related to the operating status of the machine. The correspondence of these two
coordinate systems is shown asbelow.
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The positional relation between the graphics and the machine tool breadth will be displayed
on the screen after you click the button “preview” on the console.

4.1.1 Mechanical Coordinate System
The mechanical coordinate system is uniquely determined by the machine structure and the
machine parameters. At any time all the coordinate systems set through clicking “Go Origin” are
consistent with each other. You can reset the mechanical coordinate system through clicking “Go
Origin” in the “CNC” page after completing the initial installation or when the mechanical
coordinate system deviates because of the abnormal reasons.
No matter which kind of mechanical structure is used, the definitions of CypCut for the
coordinate systems are always consistent with each other. All the moves are the moves of the
laser head relative to the workpiece. If the laser head is rightward, it is X positive direction;
however, if the laser head is backward, it will be Y positive direction. That is to say, the lower left
corner of the workpiece (steel plate) is the minimum coordinate, while the upper right corner is
the maximum coordinate.

4.1.2 Program Coordinate System
Because the coordinate system of machine tool is fixed, you need to introduce the workpiece
coordinate system for convenient use. The direction of each coordinate axis of all the program
coordinate systems in CypCut is fully consistent with the machine coordinate system. Only the
zero point of the coordinate system is different, and it is called program zero point. The program
coordinate system is divided into the floating coordinate system and the workpiece coordinate
system.
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The button at the top of the console can be used to select the program coordinate system, and
it can also be used to select “Floating Coordinate System”, nine “Workpiece Coordinate Systems”
and one “External Ucs”.
Usually the floating coordinate system is used for informal processing, and it can be
considered that “Where the laser head moves, it will start to work from there”. The zero point of
its coordinate system is automatically set as the current position of the laser head when the users
click “Walk”, “Dry Cut” or “Work”.
When selecting the workpiece coordinates 1~9, its zero point will be set manually by the
users through “Set the Current Point as the Zero Point”. Once it is set, it will be saved forever
until you reset it next time. Thus the workpiece coordinate system is suitable for bulk production,
and its location is generally decided by the fixture. It can be maintained that every processing will
be performed in the same position of the machine by using the workpiece coordinate systems 1~9.
Click

status

bar

"

"at the bottom. You can choose to “Show

Machanical or Program Position. You can also set zero here of the two coordinates. If you select
"coordinate positioning", laser head will be positioned to a specified coordinateposition.

4.1.3 Searching Zero Point after Exception Occurs
Case one
If the processing is interrupted only due to the exception of external equipments such as the
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laser and auxiliary gas, and they do not cause the coordinate system to deviate, you can click
directly “Return Zero” to go to the zero point.

Case Two
If the mechanical coordinate deviates due to suddenly power failure or servo alarm, we
recommend the users to perform “Go Origin”, reset the mechanical coordinate system, and then
click “Return Zero” to find the zero point.

4.2 Alarms
CypCut will monitor all the parts during the running of the machine. Once it monitors
the alarms, it will display immediately the alarm in red title bar and take measures such as
stopping the motion. Before the software alarms are removed, many operations will be forbidden,
and users need to check the machine and operation again after the alarms are canceled. One
example of the alarm is as shown below.

Except the title bar, the “Alarm Window” at the lower left corner of the interface can also
display the alarm information. After the alarms are removed, the red display of the title bar will
disappear, however, the information in the “Alarm Window” will be retained. You can look over
all the history by double clicking “System Window”, so that you can find out the events happened
during the running of the software.
In addition to the alarms, if CypCut detects other operation exceptions, it will display the
exceptions in different colors on the “Alarm Window” according to the exception levels, which
include warning, reminding, message and so on. This information will not cause the machine to
stop moving, however, it will still suggest you to pay attention to the information shown by the
software in time so that you can take the necessary measures as soon as possible.

4.3 Manual Testing
The functions of the manual control on the console are shown in the following figure:
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The button with the icon “

” will become “

You can turn on the laser by pressing the button “

” after the corresponding equipment is opened.
”, and you can turn off the laser by

releasing it. You can switch other buttons by pressing them and not conduct any actions by releasing
them. Taking button “

” as an example, blowing will start after you press the button, and

it will stop after you press the button again. According to the differences of the lasers,
the
“

” may become “

” after pressing the button and this state is read from the laser.

Note: all the button actions need the support of the corresponding parts on the machine. If the
machine is not equipped with these parts, or the platform parameter configuration is incorrect,
some buttons may become invalid.
The current position of the machine tool can be recorded by clicking “
machine can return to the previously recorded position by clicking “

”, and the
” if required

later. Six positions can be recorded in total and they will be selected through “

”.

4.4 Soft Limit Protection
In order to protect the machine, CypCut is installed internally with the soft limit protection,
which can be turned on and off through the option “” on the console. It is enabled by default.
After the soft limit protection is enabled, if the software detects that the motion may exceed
the travel range, it will prompt “Motion is Out of the Range”, and will not issue any motion
commands to avoid the possible hits. At this moment please check the positions of the graphics
and the machine to ensure that there is no mistake before operation.
Apart from this, the software will also monitor the machine coordinates in real time during
the motions of the machine. Once they are beyond the soft limits, the software will alarm at once
and then

